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Quorum Systems



Quorum Systems

High-level functionality:

1. Client selects a free quorum

2. Locks all nodes of the quorum

3. Client releases all locks



Majority quorum system
(all sets of n / 2 + 1 nodes)

Singleton quorum system

Singleton and Majority Quorum Systems



Load and Work

An access strategy Z defines the probability          of accessing a quorum Q  S ∈

such that:



Load and Work

∙ Load of access strategy Z on a node vi

∙ Load induced by Z on quorum system S  

∙ Load of quorum system S

∙ Work of quorum Q

∙ Work induced by Z on quorum system S

∙ Work of quorum system S



Load and Work

Majority quorum system
(all sets of n / 2 + 1 nodes)

Singleton quorum system

Singleton Majority

How many servers need to be contacted? (Work) 1 > n/2

What’s the load of the busiest server? (Load) 100% ≈ 50%

How many server failures can be tolerated? (Resilience) 0 < n/2



∙ Nodes arranged in a square matrix
∙ Each quorum i contains the union of row i and column i

Basic Grid Quorum System



∙ Nodes arranged in rectangular grid with h r rows∙
∙ Group of r rows is a band
∙ Group of r elements in the same column and band is a mini-column
∙ Quorums consists of one mini-column in every band and one element 

from each mini-column of one band

B-Grid Quorum System



Quiz

1. Does a quorum system exist which can tolerate that all nodes of a specific 
quorum fail?

A: no, as any two quorums intersect!

2. Consider the nearly all quorum system, which is made up of n different 
quorums, each containing n - 1 servers. What is the resilience?

A: one, as two nodes failing fails all quorums!

3. Can you think of a quorum system that contains as many quorums as 
possible? Note: does not have to be minimal.

A: pick a node and take all quorums containing it. Maximality: between 
any quorum and its complement at most one can be in the system.
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A Quorum System

● Quorums: 7
● Work: 3
● Load: 3/7



A Quorum System

Resilience: 2

Every node is in 3 quorums
=> any two nodes can be 
contained in at most 2*3 quorums



Uniform Quorum Systems



Uniform Quorum Systems

Idea: No matter which quorum gets accessed, exactly s nodes have to work. 
=> the sum of all loads should be to s 

To minimize the maximum element of a sum, set all elements to the average 
(balanced access strategy).



Uniform Quorum Systems



Uniform Quorum Systems



Approximate Agreement



Approximate Agreement

It enables nodes to obtain values that are:

1.within the range of correct inputs (correct-range 
validity)

2.ε-close for some predefined ε > 0 (ε-agreement)

3.n > 3f must hold
4.synchronous algorithm for f < n/3 byzantine nodes
5.asynchronous algorithm for f < n/3 byzantine nodes



Algorithm outline

I = a sufficient number of iterations
x0 = initial value

for i = 1…I:
○ Distribute your value xi-1.

○ R = multiset containing the values received.

○ T = multiset containing all but the lowest f and the highest f values in R.

○ xi = (min T + max T) / 2

Output xI



Insights

1. The multisets R contain at most f corrupted values
=> the multisets T are included in the range of correct values.

2. If any two correct nodes obtain multisets R that intersect in n - f values, the 
range of correct values is halved in each iteration
1. synchronous model: simply sending your value to everyone is enough.
2. asynchronous model: witness technique.



Single Value Reliable-Broadcast

● asynchronous network with f < n/3 byzantine nodes

● Properties:
○ If the sender is correct, all correct nodes accept its value eventually.
○ If a correct node accepts x, no correct node accepts y != x.
○ If a correct node accepts x, all correct nodes accept x eventually.



Witness Technique

Key idea: 

Once a node accepts values from  n - f nodes via Single-Value Reliable 
Broadcast, it tries to convince all nodes to wait a bit longer: so that they 
receive these nodes’ values as well.

=> nodes obtain multisets R that pair-wise intersect in  n - f values.



Quiz
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